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Lancefield Primary School Newsletter 

Term 4  Week 6— Thursday 11th Nov 2021 

News from the Principal – Jo Emond 
It’s hard to believe that we are on the downward run to the end of term 4 and the end 
of 2021 and what a year it has been! Negotiating the challenges of Covid-19 continue 
to be at the forefront of all we do at school and in our personal lives as well. It really is 
like dealing with shifting sands and I can assure you that I am kept extremely busy with 
this daily. 
I would like to thank you all for your continued support, sensible approach, and kind-
ness not only towards the staff at school but also towards each other. I can’t think of 
any other time in recent times where kindness, empathy and patience are so key to 
relationships and in our everyday interactions.  
I would like to reassure you that we have very strict protocols in place from the Depart-
ment of Education and Department of Health to deal with any positive Covid cases that 
may present at school or impact the school and please trust that you will be kept up to 
date with any information you need to know if this is the case. We also rely on you to 
be super vigilant and inform us immediately of any positive cases that may impact the 
school. 
It has been great to have everyone back at school fulltime the past week or so. Our aim 
for this term is to settle back into school routines and focus on learning particularly our 
core foci of literacy and numeracy. Students are taking time to re-establish friendships, 
resilient work habits and stamina.  
Planning for 2022 
As the term progresses, we are busy planning for 2022. We hope to announce our 
2022 class structure soon. As always there are a range of factors to consider, the main 
driver being student cohort numbers and how we can best meet the needs of all stu-
dents. We have had a year of mostly straight classes in 2021 however this will not be 
the case for next year. 
 I can announce that there will be two Prep classes next year with Andrew and Travis 
taking these.  Further staffing/teacher announcements will be made later in the term 
once staff arrangements are finalised. 
Busy times 
It’s been wonderful to see our 3/4 students enjoying bringing their bikes to school and 
participating in Bike Education sessions over the past couple of weeks. For many stu-
dents there has been a marked increase in confidence and skill development in their 
bike riding abilities. Thank you, Kirsty, Shantelle and Natalie for providing this great 
program for the 3/4 students. 
Thank you to our year 6 student leaders (Tash, Jayden, Jye and Rylee) for representing 
our school at this year’s Remembrance Day service at the Lancefield cenotaph. It was 
great for our student leaders to be out on the community having the opportunity to 
represent our school. All students at school contributed to a large beautiful poppy 
wreath which is on display at the cenotaph.  
“Lancefield Dreaming”on SBS @ 5pm 12th of December 
In early 2019, some Lancefield Primary students had the opportunity to participate in 
the making of a documentary about Lancefield. The documentary, “Lancefield Dream-
ing” has been picked up by SBS and will be screened on 12th of December at 5pm. The 

film runs for approximately 30 minutes and features many familiar faces of Lancefield. 

Child safe: 

Lancefield Primary School 
is committed to child 

safety. 

We want all children to 
be safe, happy and em-
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Principals message continued… 
Paul Carter (many Lancefield families know Dr Carter) was the producer of this film and has described Lance-
field in the following way… 

“Lancefield is not an especially wealthy place, in a monetary sense, but it is rich beyond measure 
in its populace. It is a place where people measure their value by what they can give rather than by 
what they can take away. “ 
We are all looking forward to watching this documentary and sharing Lancefield with others. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

For the rest of the year all students will be completing the Sporting School program with a fo-
cus on Athletics for Prep-2 and Cricket for Grade 3-6. We have been fortunate to receive fund-
ing from Sporting Schools which has allowed us to purchase more equipment to update our 
Physical Education program.  
 
The Athletics program has a focus on developing fundamental motor 
skills such as running, jumping, and throwing. For the Cricket program 
we will be concentrating on bowling, fielding, and batting skills as well 

as understand how to play a competitive cricket match. 
 
Thanks,  
Jenna  
 
 

 

 

Photo day is Friday 19th November.   

Envelopes were sent out to families in early August and orders and payment were 

due by 3/9/21 (our original photo day date). 

If you are unsure if you have ordered your photos, please contact MSP Photography 

directly on 03 9115 1642 

If you are unsure of your child's Shootkey code to order photos, please contact the school office.  

 

SCHOOL PHOTOS 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 



WELLBEING 
Wellbeing News  

 

World Kindness Day is a nationally recognised day for the celebration of kindness in society and day-to-day life. 

This year it is taking place on Saturday 13th November. Individual acts of kindness are encouraged on this day. 

There are a huge number of benefits to being kind so see how many ways you can find to be kind. Think about 

who you can be kind to… parents, siblings, cousins, friends, classmates, teachers, people in our community and 

don’t forget to be kind to yourself.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Books about Kindness… 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The final term is flying by and the finish line is looming upon us. The kids are really enjoying the fact that some 
of the ‘normal’ activities are returning to school. We welcomed the Grade 6 buddies back last Friday and every-
one enjoyed using the ‘Unboxy’ materials to build the tallest tower possible. 
 
In English we have been working on reading with fluency and expression. The rooms have been filled with plen-
ty of funny reading voices (even the teachers have been giving it a go). In writing the kids have loved writing 
similes and a highlight was the LPS teacher simile books. A couple of our favourites were ‘Wiley is as silly as a 
monkey’ and ‘Wendy is as beautiful as a Princess holding a rose’. 
 
The students are super excited to complete their take home project. They have to use household materials to 
build the biggest tower they can. On Monday the 29th November the kids will bring their structures to school 
and will have to withstand three natural disasters- heavy rain, a hurricane and an earthquake. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For our topic of 'Science and Technology' this term, students have participated in some cross grade activities. 
Students have conducted and observed different science experiments with Wendy, exploring forces and chang-
es. We have also been using a program called Scratch Jr to practise our coding skills with Celeste. It has been 
wonderful to hear some students using this program at home to further develop their skills. Students have re-
sponded well to these groups and have been looking forward to completing the tasks each Thursday and Fri-
day.  

Coding photos  

YEAR 1/2 

PREPS 

Using skewers in the sand as foundations to 
make our unifix skyscrapers taller! 



 

 

The 3/4s have had an awesome start back at school. In 

Writing, we have been focusing on narratives. The students 

have been exploring the different stages of the writing pro-

cess. They planned their stories focusing on the beginning, 

build up, complication/change, resolution and ending. Us-

ing these informative plans, the students got to work 

writing their stories by hand in their workbooks. After 

writing, they learnt what it was like to be an editor looking 

for spelling mistakes and missing punctuation. Once the stories were up to scratch it was time to publish! The 

students published their stories on Google Docs. Their stories were then printed and decorated by hand. The 

students have worked very hard on these stories and look forward to sharing them with their families at the 

end of the year.  

3/4 Bike Ed 

We are three sessions in and are doing a fabulous job! We are working as a team and there have been many 

personal accomplishments in such a short time. Safety is our number one priority and we are having fun 

while we develop our skills. 

 

 

 

We’ve also been following up in the classroom, working in partners and small groups to show our under-

standing and make a valuable safety resource.  

 

Year 34KB 

Proud authors in 3/4 after their planning, drafting and publishing efforts 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

YEAR 3/4’s 

ART 

We are all so excited to be back in the Art room for term 
4! Senior students have been busy finishing their projects 
and the junior students have been creating new spring 
artworks. We were lucky to have some sunshine and were 
able to head outside to test the shadows of our stained-
glass butterflies.  



 

 

Getting back into the swing of onsite learning has been easy for some of us and a bit of a shock for others. It 

certainly has been a challenge to keep our masks on at all times and the window open can make things a bit 

breezy. It sure has been nice to give Webex a bit of a rest but we are still on SeeSaw occasionally. 

Year 5 have been busy running their class economy and wouldn’t want to sit in Claudia’s seat! While Grade 6 

has a little bit riding on the stock market (pride mostly) which we are going to check back on later in the term. 

We have both been looking at interest rates, economies and investments. 

It’s been great getting into the kitchen and working together with Kaye and the wonderful ES staff. Getting 

into the garden is something we are really looking forward to.  

Both classes have exciting excursions coming up before the end of school. To which we add a special little ad-

dition ‘covid-willing’. A big thanks to all the twelve-year-olds in the unit who have bravely rolled up their 

sleeves. Nobody mention what is coming in Year 7 for them -  cough *hpv* cough. 

Our migration unit is in full swing as the term’s theme. We have gone in the ‘way way back machine’ and 

traced human origins out of Africa, a whirlwind forward to forced migration in 1788, free settlers and the big 

pull of that shiny metal precious stuff our area was once so abundant in. 

In Year 6, we have been having little presentations to class on our “Mastermind’ topic before being grilled 

closely gameshow style on our topic. Mr L has learnt far too much this week on bananas, pencils, Shetland 

Ponies, scooters, PS4 games, Deltora Quest and World War Two, to name a few. Year 5 - your turn to take the 

stage next week. 

 

Stay safe everybody. 

Wiley & Claudia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

YEAR 5/6 

NOVEMBER BIRTHDAYS  
Happy birthday to all of the  staff and students that celebrated  

birthday’s in NOVEMBER 
Levi DJ  Harrison Flynn   

Orbella Kodah Rosie Archer 

Linkyn Brayden Zoe K Ivy 

Sophie S Angus Chylle Sharon G 

  

Flynn flat out helping 

his prep buddy build a 

tall building with the 

Unboxy cardboard 

shapes 

These two stars of 

remote learning 

are unconvincing        

in their new dis-

guises. Stick to the 

masks guys! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A huge thank you to the wonderful families that have donated to our LPS Library Fund with a deposit 

into the account or by a donation of a new book.  The books below have been kindly donated by the 

Ford, Walshe and the Pappas families.   

You will find these books on Oliver and some other new ones shortly.  The generosity from our LPS 

families is helping our library grow  

 

  



 


